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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Sustainable poverty reducon requires broad-based, employment-generang economic growth. Poverty reducon also requires the
development of human capital to empower the poor to parcipate in the growth process. In developing countries like Bangladesh,
where most of the poor reside in rural areas and receive a large share of their incomes from agriculture, agricultural growth is two to
four mes more eﬀecve than growth in other sectors in alleviang poverty. Bangladesh has historically relied on growth in rice—the
country’s major crop in terms of area culvated and income generated (or, value added). Future agricultural growth, however, will
likely need to increasingly emphasize higher-value crops, as well as ﬁsh, poultry, and dairy products, in part because of land constraints.
Priority investment areas for achieving higher income growth would include:
•

accelerang pro-poor economic growth by promong and stabilizing agricultural growth through investments for developing
the high-value crop and noncrop agricultural sectors and rural infrastructure,

•

creang rural nonfarm employment opportunies in higher producvity sectors, speciﬁcally by developing small and medium
enterprises, and

•

developing human capital through educaon, health and nutrion of the people, and promong public–private partnerships
for complementary investments in these areas.

Social safety nets in Bangladesh have been quite eﬀecve in smoothing the consumpon and the income of poor households
and helping them cope with stresses and shocks. These programs, however, cover only a fracon of the poor, and they must be
strengthened if they are to adequately address poverty or migate the vulnerability to poverty in a sustainable way. Safety nets will
become even more important in Bangladesh as the country faces economic downturn, food price ﬂuctuaons, climate change, and
other developments that increase the vulnerability of the poor.
The idea of establishing a comprehensive mul-donor, mul-year safety net enhancement program merits consideraon. Priority
investment areas for strengthening the safety net system in Bangladesh would include:
•

improving the targeng performance;

•

increasing program coverage;

•

scaling up eﬀecve programs;

•

ensuring sustainability of program beneﬁts;

•

integrang investments in human capital creaon into safety nets through targeted educaon, health, and nutrion
intervenons;

•

consolidang and simplifying programs and phasing out high-cost, ineﬃcient programs;

•

exploring promising new programs and the use of suitable technology;

•

improving the monitoring and evaluaon system; and

•

moving beyond coping approaches (safety nets) to risk-reducon approaches (social protecon).

The Public Food Distribuon System in Bangladesh has four key funcons: (1) to supply foodgrains to various food-based safety
nets; (2) to provide price incenves to Bangladeshi farmers for increased producon through domesc procurement of rice and wheat;
(3) to maintain a security stock of foodgrains to meet emergencies; and (4) to stabilize market prices in order to prevent excessive price
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rises. The priority areas of intervenon and investment opons
for improving the performance of PFDS would include, among
others, the following:
•

speeding up the computerizaon of food stock/storage
monitoring systems,

•

proper management of public storage expansion
and exploraon of opportunies for public–private
partnerships in expanding the capacity of food storage
facilies,

•

research in public foodgrain stock management,

•

connued support for the development of an eﬀecve
early warning informaon system, and

The largest safety net programs in Bangladesh are food
based. The Public Food Distribuon System (PFDS) supplies
foodgrains to various food-based safety nets, which account for
around three-quarters of its total food distribuon. These safety
net programs contribute to income and employment generaon
for the poor as well as development of human capital and infrastructure resources. The PFDS also has other key funcons: (1)
to provide price incenves to Bangladeshi farmers for increased
producon through domesc procurement of rice and wheat;
(2) to maintain a security stock of foodgrains to meet emergencies; and (3) to stabilize market prices in order to prevent
excessive price rises. Crical issues in the PFDS include methods
of procuring foodgrains, size of buﬀer stock, stock rotaon and
management, and transit and storage losses.

•

sustained capacity development of PFDS oﬃcials
through local and internaonal training.

INCOME GROWTH
Sustainable poverty reducon requires broad-based, employment-generang economic growth. Poverty reducon also
requires the development of human capital to empower the poor
to parcipate in the growth process. In developing countries like
Bangladesh, where most of the poor reside in rural areas and
receive a large share of their incomes from agriculture, agricultural growth is two to four mes more eﬀecve in alleviang
poverty than is growth in other sectors (World Bank 2008a). This
large poverty-reducing eﬀect derives not only from the direct
eﬀects of raising agricultural incomes, but also from forward and
backward growth linkage eﬀects (Mellor 1976, 1992; Haggblade,
Hazell, and Reardon 2007). Forward linkages result from the
increases in spending of farm households on various goods and
services, including those produced in the rural nonfarm and
small urban economies. Backward linkages result from increased
demand for agricultural inputs such as farm machinery and ferlizer, both of which entail substanal incomes for the trade and
transport sectors.

INTRODUCTION
Poverty and food insecurity are interlinked. The most startling
consequence of widespread poverty in Bangladesh is that a
quarter of the country’s populaon cannot aﬀord an adequate
diet. The poor do not have adequate purchasing power to secure
their access to food, even when food is available in local markets.
Moreover, the poor are vulnerable to shocks (such as natural
disasters or crop failures) that cause sudden losses of real income,
and, hence, transitory food insecurity. Sudden increases in food
prices, such as the surge in 2007–08, also result in transitory food
insecurity, parcularly for low-income households, by reducing
their real income. Family coping strategies (such as the consumpon of less food, the withdrawal of children from school, and the
distress sale of producve assets) oen aggravate the risks of
destuon.
Bangladesh has achieved a modest reducon in the
headcount poverty rate (that is, the percentage of populaon
below the poverty line) since the early 1990s. However, given
populaon growth, the absolute number of poor has increased
considerably over the past two decades. In the years ahead, the
rate of poverty reducon will have to be much faster than the
rate of populaon growth to achieve any meaningful reducon
in the number of poor. Furthermore, the rapid urbanizaon of
Bangladesh calls for eﬀecve measures to tackle urban poverty
and food insecurity.
Social safety nets in Bangladesh play an important role in
augmenng the incomes of the poor and helping them cope with
stresses and shocks. These programs have been quite eﬀecve
in smoothing consumpon and the incomes of beneﬁciaries.
However, safety net programs cover only a fracon of the extreme
poor, and they must be strengthened if they are to adequately
address poverty or migate the vulnerability to poverty.

The eﬀects of agricultural growth on income distribuon
and poverty reducon depend on three factors: 1) the rate of
agricultural growth; 2) the size of the mulplier eﬀects on output
of other sectors, and 3) the distribuon of the value added
generated in both the agricultural and nonagricultural sectors.
In Bangladesh, given the relavely equal distribuon of land (at
least among farmers), the direct gains of agricultural producon
are also relavely equally distributed across farm households.
As will be discussed below, the mulplier eﬀects of agricultural
growth and accompanying investments in processing acvies are
signiﬁcant, as well. The extent to which rural landless households
(agricultural landless and the rural nonfarm households) gain from
this economic growth, however, depends on to a large extent on
the locaon of economic acvity and thus, on which rural households share in the gains from this increased economic acvity.
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elasc, these inial increases in demand can spur increases in
producon and further increases in demand.
These multiplier effects of agricultural growth (as well as
growth originating in other sectors) can be estimated using a
semi-input-output (SIO) model based on a social accounting
matrix (SAM) that takes into account the flows of payments
and receipts of production activities, commodities, factors
of production, households, and other institutions. In the
Bangladesh SIO model, the output of tradable goods (rice,
wheat, livestock, shrimp, food processing, textiles, and
other industrial products) is assumed to be fixed (completely
inelastic), and does not expand as a result of increased
demand. For these products, increased demand results in
increased net imports. For elastically supplied products (such
as other crops, poultry, fish, construction, and services),
increased demand is assumed to result in increases in output.

Accelerating agricultural growth
Bangladesh has historically relied on growth in rice, its major
crop in terms of area culvated and income (value added) generated. Future growth, however, will likely need to increasingly
emphasize higher-value crops, as well as ﬁsh, poultry, and dairy
products. In part, this is because there is essenally no scope
for increased crop area culvated. Thus, further increases in
rice producon will require increases in yields. This, of course,
suggests the connuing need for high-quality agricultural
research and extension services. Diversiﬁcaon of agriculture
toward higher-value products is also needed because increased
rice producon is likely to lead to decreases in real rice prices,
thus dampening income gains, but improving the welfare of net
rice consumers (Dorosh, Shahabuddin, and Rahman 2002; Arndt
et al. 2002; Dorosh 2006). Fish, poultry, and dairy products oﬀer
substanal potenal for accelerated growth. Although there are
important constraints on the supply side, the high income elascity of demand (the large share of increased household income
that is spent on these products) suggests that there is unlikely
to be a major constraint on the demand side for these products.
Improvements in markeng are also needed, parcularly for
perishable commodies such as fruits and vegetables and ﬁsh
products (World Bank 2007).

Table 1 shows the eﬀects of a 1 taka11 (Tk) increase in value
added from the various tradable goods sectors. On average, a Tk
1 increase in the output of tradable goods in Bangladesh leads
to a further Tk 1.07 increase in value added from nontraded
goods and services. This gain is due mainly to consumer spending
eﬀects as incomes earned in various acvies are spent in the
domesc economy. In general, agricultural growth mulpliers are
large (0.96 for both paddy and livestock, and 0.82 for shrimp).
Thus, accelerated growth in agriculture has the potenal to lead
to substanal growth in the rural nonfarm economy and in the
nontradable sectors. Mulpliers are smallest in sectors such as
knitwear, where there are few producon linkages, since most of
the inputs are imported and most of the outputs are exported.
The mulplier for the food industry is especially large because
of major backward producon linkages to the nontradable crops
sector (which includes pulses, fruits, and vegetables).

Multiplier effects of growth
The contribuon of agricultural growth to gains in rural and
naonal incomes is not limited just to increases in farm
incomes. Increases in agricultural producon generally also
involve increased demand for agricultural inputs, processing,
and markeng services. In addion, as household incomes rise,
consumer demand for both urban and rural products and services
increases. To the extent that the supply of goods and services is

Table 1—Multiplier effects of a 1 taka increase in value added in various sectors
.

Change in Household Income

Value

Change in

Added

Value

Mulplier

Added

All HHs

Agric HHs

Paddy

0.96

1.96

1.42

Grains

0.56

1.56

1.24

Livestock

0.96

1.96

Shrimp

0.82

Food Industry

1.43

RMG
Knitwear

Urban

0.74

Rural
Non
Farm
HHs
0.32

0.63

0.27

0.34

1.55

0.91

0.35

0.28

1.82

1.09

0.60

0.24

0.25

2.43

2.23

0.94

0.52

0.77

0.85

1.85

1.07

0.33

0.27

0.47

0.44

1.44

0.38

0.12

0.09

0.17

Other Industry

0.74

1.74

1.17

0.39

0.28

0.50

Ulies

0.55

1.55

0.66

0.18

0.15

0.33

Source: Calculated from 2005 Bangladesh SAM.
*

All references to taka (Tk), the currency of Bangladesh, are on the oﬃcial exchange rate as of May 20, 2010: Tk 69.35 per US$1
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Table 2—Size and expenditures of major household groups, 2005

Agric Laborers
Marginal Farmers
Small Farmers
Large Farmers
Rural Nonfarm L50
Rural Nonfarm U50
Urban Low Educaon
Urban High Educaon

Households
(mns)
3.80
2.16
3.60
1.31
4.65
5.87
3.56
2.31

Total Rural
Total Urban
Total Bangladesh

21.38
7.26
28.64

Expenditures
(taka/person)
741
1009
1125
1476
678
1526
1045
1937

Populaon
(mns)
17.04
10.72
18.89
8.22
23.44
26.18
16.82
17.50

Populaon
share
0.123
0.077
0.136
0.059
0.169
0.189
0.121
0.126

Expend
(bns)
12.6
10.8
21.3
12.1
15.9
40.0
17.6
33.9

Exp
share
0.077
0.066
0.129
0.074
0.097
0.243
0.107
0.206

1078.29
1499.91
1182.58

104.50
34.32
138.82

0.75
0.25
1.000

112.69
51.48
164.16

0.686
0.314
1.000

Source: Calculated from 2005 Bangladesh SAM.
Note: Rural households are classiﬁed on the basis of occupaon of the household head (landless agricultural laborer, farmer, or nonfarmer) and acres of land owned (0,
0–0.49, 0.50–2.49, more than 2.49 hectares). Urban households are split according to educaon of the household head (up to class V; greater than class V).

and the mulplier eﬀects in their areas may be extremely small.
The implicaon is that including much of the rural poor in the
beneﬁts of overall growth and in investments in food processing
in parcular will require that these households are well integrated into the product and factor markets where the investments take place.

The distribution of income
As shown in Table 2, households headed by rural landless
laborers (12.3 percent), marginal farmers (7.7 percent), and the
rural nonfarm poor (16.9 percent) make up an esmated 37
percent of the populaon of Bangladesh and account for most
of Bangladesh’s poor. Because these households are among the
primary beneﬁciaries of agricultural growth and rural nonfarm
growth linkages, agricultural growth has a large potenal to
reduce poverty.
As shown in Table 2, agricultural households (including
agricultural laborers) reap most of the beneﬁts of agriculture-led
growth. They also beneﬁt from industrial growth, though to a
lesser degree, since they gain almost exclusively from the mulplier eﬀects alone, and not from the direct eﬀects of increases
in industrial output and employment. The excepon is the food
industry. Though there are again only limited direct eﬀects of
increases in food industry output on agricultural household
incomes, the indirect eﬀects on nontradable agriculture are very
large, so that a 1 taka increase in value added of the food industry
results in a 0.94 taka gain in agricultural household incomes.
This distribuon of the beneﬁts of increased economic
output depends on the ownership of the factors of producon
(land, labor, and capital). Most of the returns to agricultural land
(including agricultural capital) accrue to small and large farmers
(esmated 0.245 and 0.305 shares, respecvely), though rural
nonfarmers and the urban nonpoor also receive signiﬁcant
shares of agricultural land incomes (0.181 and 0.092), largely
through land rents. Note, however, that the locaon of acvies
is signiﬁcant for local labor markets and especially for returns to
capital and backward linkages to agriculture. Investment in food
processing for highly perishable fruits and vegetables will tend to
beneﬁt agricultural producers close to the factory; more isolated
producers will see lile increase in demand for their products

Other drivers of rural income growth: Workers’
remittances and urban incomes
In principle, growth in any sector of the economy can generate
posive linkage eﬀects on the rural economy and rural households.
Thus, rapid growth in urban areas spurs demand for food, other
agricultural goods, and even rural nonfarm services. Likewise,
internaonal migraon and remiances (mainly from the Gulf,
Malaysia, and Japan) add to incomes and can generate growth
mulplier eﬀects throughout the economy. The distribuon of the
beneﬁts of these income transfers from abroad depends crucially
on which households receive the transfers and on which sectors of
the economy these transfers are spent. The internaonal evidence
nonetheless suggests that agricultural growth is generally more
eﬀecve in reducing poverty in developing countries than are
these sources of income growth.

Priority investment areas
Priority investment areas for achieving higher income growth in
Bangladesh include:
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1.

Accelerang pro-poor economic growth by promong
and stabilizing agricultural growth. This involves further
developing the high-value crop and noncrop agriculture
sectors, as well as improving rural roads and market
infrastructure.

2.

Creang rural nonfarm employment opportunies in

to development programs, converng raon price subsidies to
targeted food distribuon, and engaging other stakeholders—
such as nongovernmental organizaons (NGOs) and microﬁnance organizaons—in the implementaon of various safety
net programs.

higher producvity sectors. For this, the development of
the agribusiness and agro-processing sectors is needed,
as is the provision of access to ﬁnance for small and
medium enterprises (SME).
3.

Developing human capital through educaon, health,
and nutrion of the people. Promong the public-private
partnership (PPP) for complementary investments in
these areas would be beneﬁcial.

Characterization of social safety net programs
in Bangladesh
Bangladesh has a comprehensive porolio of both food- and
cash-based social safety net programs. Currently, there are about
58 such programs.2 The safety net programs can be categorized
in accordance with the speciﬁc objecve that each program is
designed to achieve. For example, programs may be designed to
develop infrastructure, provide educaon incenves to the poor,
migate disaster consequences, or provide livelihood support to
disadvantaged groups such as the aged and the disabled. Using
these categorizaons, it is possible to group exisng programs in
Bangladesh into ﬁve categories.

SAFETY NETS
Background
There is a general agreement that the foundaon for poverty
reducon is broad-based, employment-generang economic
growth. Poverty reducon also requires the development of
human capital to empower the poor to parcipate in the growth
process and the strengthening of social safety nets to protect the
vulnerable from the worst eﬀects of poverty. If well-designed
safety net programs can eﬀecvely increase the real incomes
of the poorest people, then such programs are jusﬁed. There
may be scope for designing safety net programs that can actually
contribute to human capital development and economic growth
as well.
Safety nets are formal and informal ways of protecng
people from destuon. Formal safety nets include various
transfer programs designed to play both a redistribuve and risk
reducon role. The tradional role of safety nets is to redistribute
income and resources to the needy in society, so that the impact
of poverty is reduced. A more recently idenﬁed role of safety
nets is to help protect individuals, households, and communies
against income and consumpon risks.
Bangladesh’s progress in economic growth has contributed
to a modest reducon in the headcount poverty rate of around
1.5 percentage points a year since the early 1990s. This progress
in poverty reducon is, however, of lile comfort since the overall
incidence of poverty persists at a high level. The most startling
consequence of widespread poverty is that one-fourth of the
country’s populaon cannot aﬀord an adequate diet, according
to the 2005 esmates of food poverty (BBS 2006). Chronically
underfed and highly vulnerable, this segment of the populaon
remains largely without assets (other than its own labor power)
to cushion lean-season hunger or the crushing blows of illness,
ﬂooding, and other calamies. The need for targeted safety net
intervenons to improve the food security and livelihoods of the
extreme poor therefore remains strong.
Bangladesh possesses signiﬁcant experiences in providing
assistance to the poor through social safety net programs.
Although some of the programs started as early as mid-1970s,
the administrave structure and the implementaon mechanisms have gone through substanve changes over the years.
The most notable changes include transforming relief programs

Infrastructure-building programs: Food-for-work (FFW) or Rural
Development (RD) programs—and Test Relief (TR) distribute
foodgrains (rice and wheat) as wage payment to both male
and female workers in labor-intensive public works programs.
The Rural Employment Opportunity for Public Asset (REOPA)
program—a follow-up to the Rural Maintenance Program
(RMP)—provides cash wages and training for income-generang
acvies to parcipang women. Recently, the Government
of Bangladesh also introduced a massive safety net program
called the Employment Generaon for Hard Core Poor. All these
programs require parcipants to do physical work for building
and maintaining rural infrastructure. They are generally selftargeng because the poor are typically the only people willing
to take on onerous, low-paying jobs requiring manual labor.
Training programs: The Vulnerable Group Development (VGD)
program exclusively targets poor women and provides a monthly
food raon for 24 months. Although it was introduced as a relief
program in the mid-1970s, it has evolved over me to integrate
food security with development objecves. The development
package includes training on income-generang acvies;
awareness-raising for social, legal, health, and nutrion issues;
and basic literacy and innumeracy. Beneﬁciaries of VGD programs
are selected by administrave review.
Educaon programs: The Food for Educaon (FFE) program
distributed monthly foodgrain raons to poor households if they
sent their children to primary schools. FFE was terminated in
2002 and has been replaced by the cash-based Primary Educaon
Spend (PES) program. The School Feeding (SF) program distributes micronutrient-forﬁed energy biscuits to primary school
children. These programs have the common development
2

Intervenons to improve the nutrion of children and women are excluded from
the list of safety nets, since these programs do not fall directly under the rubric
of transfer programs.
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objecves of promong school enrollment and aendance and
reducing dropouts. In addion, the school feeding program aims
to improve students’ aenon span and learning capacity by
reducing short-term hunger and micronutrient deﬁciency. The
Government of Bangladesh also provided cash assistance to
girls in secondary schools through the Female Secondary School
Assistance Program (FSSAP). The program was redesigned in
2008 and renamed the Secondary Educaon Access and Quality
Enhance Program, which includes boys from poor families as well
as girls.

Safety net coverage and the government budget
While Bangladesh needs comprehensive appraisal of the
actual coverage of social safety net programs, available
estimates suggest that millions of food insecure people still
remain uncovered. According to the fiscal year (FY) 2009–10
budget, 6.9 million families—or, 27 percent of the population—will be covered under the current national safety net
system. With a poverty head count of 40 percent, this leaves
13 percent of those in need uncovered. Given the targeting
errors, however, the actual coverage of the poor would be
considerably lower.
Allocaons of budgetary resources to public safety net
programs are available only for recent years. Figure 1 shows
the government’s budget allocaons for public safety nets
from FY2008 to FY2010. The allocaon increased substanally
in FY2009 and FY2010, mainly due to the introducon of the
100-Day Employment Generaon Program in September
2008 created to migate the adverse impact of the 2007–08
food price crisis and the recently introduced Employment
Generaon of Hard Core Poor program. The allocaon for
the safety net system in FY2010 is Tk 15,971.96 crore (US$2.3
billion), which represents 2.8 percent of the gross domesc
product (GDP).
For food-based safety nets, the government distributed 2.1
million metric tons of foodgrains in FY2009 and allocated 2.7
million metric tons in FY2010.

Relief programs: These programs are designed as a mechanism
for migang the consequences of disasters like ﬂoods, cyclones,
and other natural calamies. Currently, there are only two such
programs: Vulnerable Group Feeding (VGF) and Gratuitous Relief
(GR) programs. Unlike other programs, these programs have no
pre-set criteria or condionality for parcipaon. They are relief
programs that try to help the poor cope during mes of natural
disaster and smooth their consumpon.
Programs for other disadvantaged groups: These programs
include the Old-Age Allowance Scheme; Allowance for Widowed,
Deserted, and Destute Women; Honorarium Program for
Insolvent Freedom Fighters; Fund for Housing for the Distressed;
Fund for Rehabilitaon of Acid Burnt Women and Physically
Handicapped; and Allowance for the Distressed and Disabled
Persons.
The key message is that the safety net system in
Bangladesh has evolved from being relief oriented to incorporating various components of long-term development objectives. The government has formed strong partnerships with
NGOs and multilateral and bilateral development organizations in implementing them.
Nevertheless, important issues and challenges remain. The
exisng safety net programs cover only a fracon of the poor,
and they must be strengthened if they are to adequately address
poverty or migate the vulnerability to poverty in a sustainable
way. Most safety net programs in Bangladesh address economic
vulnerability but pay lile aenon to demographic vulnerability. The demographically vulnerable—including children,
the elderly, and those who are severely disabled or chronically
ill—are oen not able to perform the intense physical labor
involved in cash- or food-based public works programs. They
need more than a short-term safety net; rather, a broader social
protecon system is required for them. Programs that involve
providing allowances to elderly and disabled people are a start,
but coverage and transfer amounts are currently inadequate.
There is also a lack of safety nets available to the urban poor.
Between 2000 and 2005 the total number of urban poor
increased by 4.3 million. The rapid urbanizaon of Bangladesh
calls for a range of measures to tackle urban food insecurity; a
strong safety net or social protecon system for the urban poor
is an important one.

Budget in Crore Taka

Figure 1—Government of Bangladesh budget for safety net
programs

20000
15,971.96
13,845.27

15000
11,467.39
10000
5000
0

2007-08

2008-09
Fiscal Year

2009-10

Source: Finance Division, Ministry of Finance.

In comparave terms, developed countries spend a larger
share of their GDP on safety nets than do developing countries.
For example, the European Union spends about 19 percent of
their GDP on safety nets, while the United States spends about 9
percent. On the whole, South Asia’s expenditure on social safety
nets is among the lowest in the world. In 2004, India spent 4.3
percent of it GDP on safety nets; Sri Lanka, 3.0 percent; and
Pakistan 1.8 percent.
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Figure 2—Form of food transfer affects intrahousehold food
distribution

Performance of selected programs
The Government of Bangladesh has shown a remarkable willingness to evaluate program eﬀecveness, confront shortcomings, and cancel or modify programs if necessary. For example,
the high cost of subsidies and heavy leakage to the nonpoor
movated the government to abolish the Palli (rural) raoning
program in 1992 (Ahmed 1992). The government replaced Palli
raoning with the innovave Food for Educaon (FFE) program
in 1993 (WGTFI 1994).
In more recent years, the Internaonal Food Policy Research
Instute (IFPRI) studied four safety net programs in Bangladesh
using rigorous methods of evaluaon. The performance of some
of the key programs is highlighted below.

Men's calorie intake

% Change in calorie intake
from the matched control group

16

Transferring food and cash to the ultra poor in
Bangladesh

Women's calorie intake

14.4

12

10.9

7.4

8

4.7
4

0
Rice (preferred)

What makes a more eﬀecve social safety net program: transfers of food, or cash, or both? Cash transfers are cheaper,
require less administrave capacity, and allow poor households
to decide how the money should be spent. But are they always
the most eﬀecve means of improving the lives and livelihoods
of the ultra poor?
Bangladesh has some safety net programs that transfer
food to the poor, some that transfer cash, and some that
provide a combination of both. To help determine the relative effectiveness of food and cash transfers, a recent IFPRI
study examined the efficacy of both types of transfers in
enhancing the food security and livelihoods of the ultra poor
in rural Bangladesh (Ahmed et al. 2009). The evaluation
assessed how well transfers were delivered; which transfers
beneficiaries preferred; how well transfers were targeted;
what effects the transfers had on food security, livelihoods,
and gender-related outcomes; and how cost effective the
transfers were.
The evaluation focused on four interventions: (1) the
Income-Generating Vulnerable Group Development (IGVGD)
program, which provides food transfers; (2) the Food Security
Vulnerable Group Development (FSVGD) program, which
provides a combination of food and cash transfers; (3) the
Food for Asset Creation (FFA) component of the Integrated
Food Security (IFS) program, which also provides both food
and cash transfers; and (4) the Rural Maintenance Program
(RMP), which provides cash transfers. In 2006, these programs
covered 830,840 beneficiaries with 3.72 million family
members. Based on full entitlements, the estimated annual
total costs of transfers (that is, the value of transfer plus
delivery cost) in 2006 were Tk 342.4 crore (US$49.58 million)
for IGVGD; Tk 48.5 crore (US$7.02 million) for FSVGD; Tk 40.2
crore (US$5.83 million) for FFA; and Tk 76.3 crore (US$11.05
million) for RMP. The total transfer cost of all four programs
was Tk 507.3 crore or US$73.47 million. The annual total
costs of transfers per beneficiary (based on full entitlements)

Aa (less preferred)

Source: Ahmed et al. 2009.

were Tk 5,343 (US$77.38) for IGVGD; Tk 4,431 (US$64.17)
for FSVGD; Tk 10,266 (US$148.67) for FFA; and Tk 18,360
(US$265.89) for RMP.
Does a beneﬁciary household’s level of income inﬂuence
the beneﬁciary’s preference for food or cash? The results
suggest that, as income increases, beneﬁciary preferences for
food declines, indicang that the poorest households prefer
only food as the transfer. Conversely, relavely beer-oﬀ
beneﬁciaries tend to prefer only cash. Food is preferable over
cash parcularly during and immediately aer disasters when
market access becomes diﬃcult even if the people have money
in their hands.
The form of food transfer also has an effect on who
benefits within the household: The food interventions that
provide rice (IGVGD and FFA) have a larger effect on men’s
caloric intake relative to women’s, whereas the converse is
true for the one intervention that provides atta whole-wheat
flour (FSVGD). Here, the use of a less preferred food—atta—
increases the share of the food that goes to women relative
to men (Figure 2).
It is assuring to note from the study that income transfers
from these four major safety net programs are playing an important role in improving food security and protecng and expanding
the asset bases of poor households. However, the results suggest
there is an urgent need for revisions within the current porolio
of the social safety net programs.
The size of the transfer clearly maers, and so does the
access to microcredit and savings oﬀered by NGOs to program
beneﬁciaries. Increasing the size of transfers and the length of
assistance, as well as strengthening access to microcredit and
savings services, is crical to achieving sustainable improvements in the food security and livelihoods of the ultra poor.
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There is considerable scope for improving the targeng performance of the programs as well. Currently, these programs rely
in part on selecon criteria that are neither observable nor
veriﬁable.
Although the onerous work requirements may contribute to
the especially good targeng performance of the FFA intervenon, these requirements also limit its impact in terms of poverty
reducon and reduce its cost-eﬀecveness.

replaced the FFE program. Both the FFE and PES programs
increased school enrollment. The rate of increase in enrollment
was greater for FFE in 2002 than for PES in 2003 (see Figure 3).
Over me, however, the impact of PES on enrollment became
insigniﬁcant due to the decline of the real value of the ﬁxed cash
spend. FFE increased household food consumpon, but PES did
not. The targeng performance of both programs was unsasfactory. The targeng errors of exclusion (leaving out those who
are needy) and inclusion (providing beneﬁts to those who do not
need them) were quite large for both programs.
In 2002, the Government of Bangladesh and the World Food
Programme (WFP) launched the School Feeding (SF) program.
SF provided a mid-morning snack consisng of nutrient-forﬁed
wheat biscuits that contained 75 percent of the recommended
daily allowance of vitamins and minerals of children. SF signiﬁcantly increased rates of school enrollment and aendance
and reduced dropout. The program also substanally improved
the diet of the children in the program. The research provided
evidence that the SF improved the aenon span and learning
capacity of students by reducing short-term hunger in the classroom. Parcipaon in the program increased test scores, and
students did especially well in mathemacs.
The government also provides cash assistance to girls in
secondary schools. The Female Secondary School Assistance
Program has been extremely successful in removing the gender
disparity in secondary educaon. In fact, girls signiﬁcantly overtake boys in secondary school enrollment—a rare phenomenon
among developing countries.

Transfers for providing education incentives
Poverty has kept generaons of Bangladeshi families from
sending their children to school. Because day-to-day survival
has to be their ﬁrst priority, families oen cannot provide children with educaonal opportunies that could help li them
from destuon. The Government of Bangladesh devotes a
signiﬁcant share of its budget to providing incenves to families to send their children to school. How eﬀecve are these
programs in improving educaonal aainment of children from
poor families?
In the past several years, IFPRI has conducted comprehensive
surveys of households, schools, and service providers to evaluate
the educaon incenve programs in Bangladesh (Ahmed 2004a,
2004b, 2005b, 2006; Ahmed and del Ninno 2005). Drawing on
these evaluaons, Figure 3 shows the impacts of these programs
on school enrollment.

% increase in net scool enrollment

Figure 3—Impact of programs on net primary education
enrollment rates
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Linking the issues to the policy framework:
Interventions to strengthen safety nets in
Bangladesh
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The view of the WFP in Bangladesh of having a comprehensive
mul-donor mul-year safety net enhancement program in
Bangladesh merits consideraon. Priority investment areas for
strengthening the safety net system are listed below.
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Improve the targeng performance. Taking mistargeng and
leakage into account, the safety net programs cover only a fracon of the poor. To address the irreconcilable chasm between
the resources available for targeted intervenons and the large
needy populaon, safety net programs must improve their
targeng eﬀecveness to reach the poorest of the poor. The
targeng errors of exclusion and inclusion are large. The most
disturbing fact is that the majority of rural households—poor and
nonpoor—meet the oﬃcial selecon criteria for programs. These
criteria, therefore, provide the scope for exercising perverse
discreon in the beneﬁciary selecon process. This suggests
that the oﬃcial targeng criteria must be improved for beer
idenﬁcaon of the poorest households. A two-step targeng
mechanism can be used for most safety net programs. First,
more resources should be targeted to those geographical areas
where the prevalence of the speciﬁc problem a program intends

4
0
FFE
(food)
2002

FFE = Food for Educaon
SF = School Feeding

SF
(food)
2004

PES
(cash)
2003

ROSC
(cash)
2006

PES = Primary Educaon Spend
ROSC = Reaching Out-of-School Children

Source: Ahmed 2004a, 2004b, 2005b, 2006; Ahmed and del Ninno 2005.

The Food for Educaon (FFE) program provided a free
monthly raon of foodgrains (rice or wheat) to poor families in
rural areas if their children aended primary school. In 2002, the
Primary Educaon Spend (PES) program, which provides cash
assistance to poor families if they send their children to school,
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prevents pilferage or leakage. Shiing from rice to aa, however,
raises operaonal issues. Bangladesh’s food policy operaons
are carried out through the Public Food Distribuon System
(PFDS), which operates through 15 distribuon channels that
broadly fall into two groups: monezed (sale) and nonmonezed
channels. The laer are composed of the food-based safety net
programs, accounng for about three–fourths of the total PFDS
distribuon, with rice accounng for about 70 percent of total
nonmonezed distribuon. Although a switch from rice to aa
distribuon in the transfer programs is possible, it will involve a
major reshuﬄing of PFDS operaons. This factor will also need
to be considered if there is a signiﬁcant shi from food to cash
transfers, because such a shi would reduce or eliminate exisng
nonmonezed PFDS channels.

to address (such as serious food insecurity, malnutrion, school
dropouts) and the incidence of poverty are high. That is, resource
allocaon should be proporonal to the intensity of problems.
Second, within geographic areas, a well-formulated proxy means
tesng method—which relies on indicators that are highly correlated with income, yet are easy to collect, observe, and verify—
could be used to idenfy the needy. Proxy means test scoring has
been used successfully for targeted intervenons in many Lan
American countries. When selecon is done only on the basis of
vulnerability or poverty maps, some extreme poor in relavely
non-poor regions will not be included. Increased use of community input into beneﬁciary selecon can improve targeng.
Increase program coverage. There are serious gaps in program
coverage, with some of the most vulnerable groups not being
assisted at all or being insuﬃciently covered (such as the urban
poor, the elderly, and children). Urban slums, in parcular, are
promising areas for expansion. Sanitaon, school dropout rates,
health, and hygiene are key concerns in urban slums.

Consolidate and simplify programs and phase out high-cost,
ineﬀecve programs. There are numerous safety net programs
currently operang in the Bangladesh. However, most of these
programs have limited coverage, are uncoordinated, and are not
adequately funded. Moreover, many programs are short lived
and may cease implementaon before achieving impact.

Ensure sustainability of program beneﬁts. Transfer payments
help the poor in the short term, but do not by themselves
trigger sustainable income growth for the ultra poor. Most of the
programs seem to be providing temporary poverty-alleviaon
impacts. Increasing the size of transfers as well as strengthening
access to microcredit and savings services is crical to achieving
sustainable improvements in the food security and livelihoods of
the ultra poor. Research has shown that asset transfers by BRAC’s
Targeted Ultra Poor program lead to sustained food security and
livelihood improvements. Similar asset transfer programs include
the Char Livelihoods Project, SHOUHARDO, and Jibon-O-Jibika.
However, such mulsectoral safety net programs are much more
costly than other safety net programs; therefore, the apparent
trade-oﬀ between program coverage and sustainability needs
to be carefully addressed. Given the encouraging results, these
programs can be scaled up in economically lagging and disasterprone regions.

Explore promising new programs and the use of suitable technology. One intermediate opon between food and cash transfers
is to introduce a food-stamp or food-coupon program to transfer
income to the needy. A part of PFDS stocks can be used for such
a system. Food stamps or cash vouchers can be distributed to
eligible consumers. The major advantage of such programs is that
they use the normal markeng system, thus eliminang some
administrave burdens. A food-stamp or a cash-voucher program
is a viable opon for transferring income to the poor, but it needs
to be carefully piloted and evaluated before large-scale adopon.
The feasibility of introducing new technology, such as the use of
electronic ATM or Smart cards for cash payments that will enable
beneﬁciaries to easily withdraw payments and check balances,
should be explored. Such technology has the potenal to greatly
facilitate mely payment disbursements to program parcipants
and to reduce leakage. For example, ATM technology has made
cash transfers quite eﬀecve in Malawi and Kenya. Bangladesh’s
new digital naonal voter data could be used for the administraon of cash transfers through Smart cards.

Scale up eﬀecve programs. Evidently, the school feeding program
oﬀers signiﬁcant short- and long-term beneﬁts. Therefore, this
program is a good candidate for expansion in both rural and
urban areas.

Monitor and evaluate programs. All safety net programs must have
a built-in mechanism for monitoring and independent evaluaon.
A certain percentage of program funds can be earmarked for such
evaluaon, which will ensure mely learning, prompt remedial
acons, and minimal waste. The informaon system of the Ministry
of Food and Disaster Management needs to be strengthened.

Integrate investments in human capital creaon into safety nets
through targeted educaon, health, and nutrion intervenons.
Address the problems of dietary diversity of the poor.
Use micronutrient-forﬁed aa (whole-wheat ﬂour) in food-based
safety nets. Among the diﬀerent forms of transfer, aa transfers
do the most to improve the food security of the extreme poor, and
of women in these ultra-poor households. Aa is also technically
beer suited for micronutrient forﬁcaon than rice or wheat.
The current system of milling and forﬁcaon and distribuon of
micronutrient-forﬁed aa in sealed bags preserves the micronutrients, ensures the weight, maintains quality standards, and

Move beyond coping approaches (safety nets) to risk-reducon
approaches (social protecon). Formal safety net intervenons
belong to the broader social protecon system. Social protecon programs and policies support people who suﬀer from a
chronic incapacity to secure basic subsistence. Such intervenons can contribute to long-term poverty reducon and growth
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Table 3—Public foodgrain distribution in Bangladesh (annual
average, ‘000 metric tons)

through investments in the human capital of both children and
adults—parcularly their nutrional status, health, educaon,
and skills. Social protecon will become even more important
in Bangladesh as the country faces economic downturn, foodprice ﬂuctuaons, climate change, and other developments that
increase the vulnerability of the poor.

Program

1989/901991/92

1992/931996/97

2001/022005/06

187
376
145
232
45
137
0
235
96
0.0
1,456
(63%)

11
0
172
11
17
200
0
39
21
7
482
(33%)

0
0
231
18
11
152
10
49
7
0
478
(34%)

Food-for-Work (FFW)

471

444

302

Test Relief (TR)

153

101

132

Vulnerable Group Development
(VGD)

214

167

194

Gratuitous Relief (GR)

0

30

42

Food for Educaon (FEE)

0

154

40

Vulnerable Group Feeding (VGF)

0

0

111

Sales Channels
Statutory raoning (SR)
Rural raoning (RR)
Essenal program (EP)
Other priories (OP)
Large Employees Industries (LEI)
Open Market Sales (OMS)
Fair price cards
Flour mills
Palli Chaka (rural mills)
Other/aucon
Sub-total

PUBLIC FOOD DISTRIBUTION
Background
As with most other developing countries, public intervenon
in the foodgrain market in Bangladesh has been quite pervasive.
The government procures foodgrains from domesc market,
imports from abroad, distributes the imported and domescally
procured foodgrains through diﬀerent monezed and nonmonezed channels of the Public Food Distribuon System (PFDS),
sets procurement and distribuon prices, strives to maintain
ﬂoor and ceiling prices in order to stabilize seasonal price ﬂuctuaon, and regulates private trade. In the process, the incenve
structure in the foodgrain market is altered. An important queson is whether undesirable changes in incenves can be minimized through improved and more eﬃcient operaon of both
the public and private food markets.
The remarkable changes in agriculture and the food economy
that have occurred since independence, especially during the
past two decades, have lessened the need for direct government
intervenon in the market to stabilize prices. Increased domesc
foodgrain producon, lower real prices of rice, beer-integrated
and more eﬃcient foodgrain markets, reduced seasonal price
variaons (due largely to a sharp increase in boro rice producon) and trade liberalizaon in the early 1990s have combined to
reduce variability in supply and prices.3 Nevertheless, the government must provide emergency relief during periods of natural
disasters, alleviate chronic food insecurity through targeted food
distribuon to poor households, and take steps, when necessary,
to stabilize market prices.4 To accomplish these tasks, adequate
public stocks are needed, for emergencies as well as for regular
distribuon.
The size and composion of PFDS has changed signiﬁcantly
during the past two decades (see Table 3). The annual volume
of foodgrains distribuon under PFDS declined from 2.3 million
metric tons (mt) in the early 1990s to about 1.4 million mt in the

Non-sales Channels

Other
Sub-total
Total

0

64

88

838

961

909

(37%)

(67%)

(66%)

2,294

1,443

1,387

(100%)

(100%)

(100%)

Source: Dorosh, Shahabuddin, and Farid (2004), updated.
Note : Between 1989/90 and 1991/92, 63 percent of foodgrains were distributed
through subsidised sales channels, with 40 per cent of this sold each year through
the Rural Raoning and Urban Statutory Raoning channels. Non-sales targeted
channels including Food-for-Work (FFW), Test Relief (TR) and Vulnerable Group
Development (VGD) accounted for the remaining 37 percent of total PFDS
distribuon.

ﬁrst half of the current decade.5 This has been accompanied by
a percepble shi in the composion (sales vs. non-sales channels) of foodgrains distributed.
However, Rural Raoning and Urban Statutory channels were
abolished in the early 1990s, in order to improve the targeng
of foodgrains and reduce leakages and operaonal costs. Other
sales programs, including OMS, were also cut back as the private
sector came to play an increasingly prominent role in stabilizing
market supplies and price, especially in mes of natural disasters (such as the ﬂoods of 1998). From 2001/02 to 2005/06,
targeted programs have accounted for 66 percent of PFDS’s total
distribuon while subsidized sales channels have accounted for

3

However, the recent escalaon in food prices has demonstrated that a liberalized trade regime cannot guarantee stable supplies and prices. In fact, the
internaonal market can no longer be relied on as a source of foodgrains when
there is a shortage in the domesc market. A shi in strategy from self reliance to
self suﬃciency in food has thus become imperave for a food-imporng country
like Bangladesh.

4

It may be emphasized here that the government’s role in food security is not
limited to price stabilizaon and public food distribuon, but includes other policies, programs, and intervenons aﬀecng the availability, access, and ulizaon
of food. These policies, programs, and intervenons will be addressed in this and
other papers presented at the Forum.

5

The annual distribuon of PFDS, however, has increased in recent years (for
example, 2.1 million mt in 2008/09 due to enhanced distribuon under non-sales
channels, especially FFW and TR). The budgeted (projected) distribuon for
2009/10 is 2.7 million mt.
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34 percent. Most evidence suggests that the shi from sales to
targeted programs signiﬁcantly improved the overall eﬃciency of
PFDS (Dorosh, Shahabuddin, and Farid 2004).
In Bangladesh, there are both yearly and seasonal ﬂuctuaons of foodgrain prices. Annual variaons are generally caused
by the incidence of natural disasters (such as ﬂoods, cyclones,
and droughts) and are moderated through private and public
imports of foodgrains, mainly from other countries in the region.
Seasonal variaons in food prices are caused by the seasonality
of rice harvests, especially harvests undertaken during the aman
and rice seasons. The two policy instruments that the government uses to keep seasonal price ﬂuctuaons within acceptable
limits are: (a) the domesc procurement program, whereby
the government purchases grain from the market in order to
maintain a ﬂoor price for farmers (below which market price
would not fall)6, and (b) the open market sales (OMS) program to
prevent prices from rising too high for consumers. The domesc
procurement program has existed since the late 1970s, while
the OMS program was introduced in the early 1980s. Both these
programs involve substanal costs to the naonal budget. It is
thus important that the underlying causes and implicaons of
price ﬂuctuaons are properly understood before such costly
programs are designed and implemented.

and averaged only 18 percent of the target in 8 out of 12 years
(Dorosh, Shahabuddin, and Farid 2004).7
During the late 1990s, t he procurement price set for the boro
harvest was excessively high in 3 out of 4 years, resulng in extra
costs to the government and windfall proﬁts to those fortunate
enough to sell at the procurement centers. Moreover, se ng
procurement prices substanally above market prices encouraged rent-seeking behavior and corrupon among public oﬃcials involved in the public procurement system. Unsasfactory
performance of the domesc procurement program in the past
has been due to (a) excessive public-sector imports, parcularly
in years where there were good harvests (and even in some ﬂood
years), which occupied warehouse space, severely restricng the
ability to procure during the next harvest; and (b) the limited
access of farmers to procurement centers so that they are obliged
to sell to private traders at a lower price. Other limitaons
include: too few procurement centers to allow for comprehensive coverage of producing areas, limited government ﬁnancial
resources; instuonal impediments to speedy purchases from
and payments to small sellers; and collusion between traders
and oﬃcials, enabling traders to capture the margins between
market and procurement prices. A sizeable share of procurement
is from large farmers and traders, not from small and medium
farmers (Shahabuddin and Islam 1999). To increase the parcipaon of farmers (especially small and medium farmers) in the
public procurement program remains a big challenge for the
government.

Key issues and challenges
Domestic Procurement Program
Since the early 1990s, private-sector grain imports have eﬀecvely made up any shorall following poor rice harvests, without
a substanal rise in prices (except in the 2007–2008 period).
However, the country has trouble exporng rice when there are
surpluses. On a number of occasions in the past decade, rice
prices in Bangladesh fell below those in neighboring countries
aer good harvests, but this did not trigger exports because
market links were not established and there is no internaonally
recognized system in place for grading Bangladeshi rice.
An alternave to exporng rice following bumper harvests is
for the government to procure surpluses as a way of supporng
domesc prices and providing incenve to farmers. However,
se ng a procurement price that sends adequate producon
signals to the farmers while minimizing costs to the public exchequer is a real challenge. Research indicates that it is easier to
forecast the size of irrigated boro rice harvest and future prices
than of aman, which is grown during the monsoon. From 1987
to 1999, procurement of boro rice exceeded 80 percent of the
target in 9 of the 13 years and failed to reach at least 60 percent
of the target in only one year. Aman procurement, on the other
hand, exceeded 80 percent of the target in only 2 of the 13 years

Public Stock Management
PFDS maintains food stocks in order to: (a) provide emergency
relief during periods of natural disasters, (b) alleviate chronic
food insecurity through targeted food distribuon to poor households and (c) take steps, when necessary, to stabilize the market
price of food, especially rice. The costs of procuring, storing,
managing, and distribung large stocks of foodgrain are high.
So it is important that the government does not hold more food
than it needs for an adequate naonal food reserve.8
Since rice cannot be stored for more than six months without
deteriorang, stocks typically have to be rolled over twice a year.
Wheat, which was tradionally provided by food-aid donors, can
be stored longer. A reducon in wheat-based food aid in recent
years has increased the amount of rice in storage and thus the
need to roll over the stock. Although this raised the cost of
managing the food stock, this has been oﬀset since 2002 by a fall
in the overall size of the public stock. This can be aributed to the
increased use of imports (rather than domesc procurement) to
7

The picture remains more or less the same in recent years. During the 2000–09
period, procurement of boro rice exceeded 80 percent of the target in 8 of the 10
years and failed to reach at least 60 percent of the target in only one year (2007).
Aman procurement, on the other hand, exceeded 80 percent of the target in only
2 of the 10 years.
8

The Naonal Food Policy of 2006 recommended maintaining a public stock of
1.0 million mt of foodgrains. However, the oﬃcial government target in late 2008
was to hold a stock of 1.5 million mt of rice and wheat.

6

This program was used earlier just to build Government stocks of foodgrain for
distribuon.
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stabilize prices during a period of relavely stable internaonal
prices.
It may be emphasized here that public stocks are not a costeﬀecve instrument by which to increase the food supply. Grain
reserves are costly to maintain and divert public expenditure from
other investments aimed at increased agricultural producon
(for example, rural infrastructure and/or improved technology).
Determining the minimum level of grain reserve is, therefore,
very important (World Bank 2008b). Moreover, it is important to
note that the same amount of grain cannot simultaneously serve
the three objecves of providing an adequate safety net for the
poor, stabilizing market prices, and providing emergency relief.
There are inevitable trade-oﬀs between the three objecves. For
example, a sudden emergency may require stocks to be drawn
so low that normal distribuon of grain is no longer feasible and
must be postponed or even cancelled or targeted to those most
in need. Thus, acceptable stock levels need to be analyzed for
each purpose, together with a review of alternave instruments
available outside the PFDS (Shahabuddin et al. 2009).
PFDS stock levels have changed over me, along with the
overall size of the PFDS and major distribuon channels. In the
late 1980s and early 1990s, PFD’s total annual distribuon ranged
from 2.16 to 2.97 million mt, with most of the foodgrains distributed through raon channels, as menoned earlier. Stock levels
in 1989/90 and 1990/91 averaged 1.14 million mt, equal to 6.7
and 5.4 mes the monthly average distribuon in those years,
respecvely. Major reforms in the PFDS took place in the early
1990s, including the eliminaon of major raoning channels
(Statutory Raoning and Rural Raoning) and placing greater
emphasis on targeted distribuon. Total distribuon was reduced
to an average of 1.53 million mt from 1993/94 through 1996/97.
Stock levels were reduced as well, with average annual stocks
ranging from 0.57 million mt to 0.95 million mt over the period.
Total foodgrain stocks increased rapidly aer the 1998 ﬂoods,
however, to an annual average of 1.35 million mt in 1999/2000
and 0.95 million mt in 2000/01 (Dorosh, Shahabuddin, and Farid
2004).9 Since 2001/02, average stock have largely exhibited a
declining trend, averaging 0.82 million mt from 2001/02 through
2008/09. Total foodgrain distribuon averaged 1.43 million mt
during this period.
Temporary export bans imposed by major grain-exporng
countries in 2008 caused policymakers in Bangladesh to reassess
the risks of relying on imports from other countries in mes of
extreme distress or crisis. It has been calculated in the past by the
government that maintaining year-round grain stocks of between
0.7 and 1.5 million mt is adequate for naonal food security. In
addion to the security stock, the government esmated a need
in 2008-09 of 1.9 million mt ﬂowing through the PFDS for feeding

into food-based safety net programs, with another 0.5 million mt
for price-stabilizaon programs such as the OMS.
Although public warehouses have the capacity to store 1.7
million mt, some of the space is unusable, reducing the eﬀecve
government storage capacity to 1.5 million mt. This is adequate
for minimum naonal security stock, but not for the addional
stock to stabilize prices and connue with the food-based safety
net programs. In view of this, pending the construcon of new
public warehouses, the government may consider using private
storage as well. Therefore, an assessment is needed of exisng
private storage capacity and the willingness of private traders to
lease warehouses to government and/or hold temporary stocks
on behalf of the government.10

Reducing storage and transit losses: Suggested
approach

9
This large PFDS stock build up occurred mainly because of delayed import arrivals and relavely high levels of domesc procurement in response to declining
market prices immediately aer the harvest of consecuve bumper crops (boro
1999, aman 1999/2000, boro 2000, and aman 2000/01).

•

Technological Approach: includes (a) modernizing the
storage and handling system and construcng mulgrain
silos in strategic places, (b) controlling the storage
environment for temperature, humidity, etc., (c) using
food-ﬁt vehicles for transportaon, (d) using modern
weighing equipment, (e) using informaon technology
down to the local supply depot (LSD) level: for example,
to readily esmate stock in warehouses and stock
in transit at a certain point in me; implemenng a
GIS-based commodity movement/tracking system.

•

Management Approach: includes (a) raising the
management eﬃciency of oﬃcials and staﬀ though
training, (b) minimizing the frequency of movement
of foodgrains, (c) se ng the opmum storage life and
maintaining and replenishing the stock, (d) planning food
aid arrivals so as not to coincide with the government’s
domesc procurement seasons, and (e) allocang funds
locally for food transport, management, and distribuon.

•

Instuonal Approach: includes (a) determining storage
and transit loss based on scienﬁc analysis, reducing the
allowable limits (note that silos do not have any allowable
limit for storage and transit loss, but other ﬂat warehouses
do have and they misuse the limit), (b) establishing a
unit for operaon research in the directorate to assist in
movement planning, storage planning, and other planning
acvies, (c) strengthening the training directorate so
that it can provide training on food management, storage
management, food technology, engineering management,
and food quality, and (d) addressing the issues of corrupon
and malpracces.

10
This should take into account the high demands on scarce human resources in
the public sector, especially in the line departments, for management of public
stock. A policy of expanding public grain stock thus needs to pay adequate aenon to instuonal consideraons.
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emergency distribuon in mes of natural disasters.11 This calls
for careful planning and management of the amount of grains to
be stocked and distributed, and for the establishment of storage
facilies and the improved monitoring of exisng storage quality.
No aempt has been made here to esmate the opmal
foodgrain stock. This would involve a rigorous analysis of PFDS costs
and beneﬁts and alternave PFDS stock opons, which is beyond
the scope of this work. However, because the government currently
has no mechanism to rotate stocks apart from PFDS distribuon,
the level of stocks is closely related to the size of the PFDS.12
It should be noted that the building up of foodgrain stock
is conngent upon the government’s capacity to procure grains
either from domesc producon and/or from external sources
(food aid and commercial imports). Total eﬀecve storage
capacity is also an important determinant of maintaining the
amount of annual stock of grains in the country.13 One important
indicator of eﬃcient stock management would be a good balance
between actual stock of foodgrain and a carefully esmated
budgetary target of stock at a speciﬁc point in me. However, the
target itself may require revision because of unforeseen events
such as natural disasters, which may require an upward revision
of the target. Somemes higher or lower levels of stocks resulng
from higher or lower levels of procurement are not matched by
proper distribuon through diﬀerent PFDS channels.
Although the potenal storage capacity of foodgrains is
esmated to be about 1.7 million mt, eﬀecve storage capacity
is esmated at 1.4 mt. This gap of 0.3 mt of potenal capacity
can be converted into eﬀecve/actual capacity by repairing
and renovang some of the unused warehouses in the country.
Eﬀorts are under way to construct addional warehouses in the
country, while unused warehouses are being repaired. According
to a recent government decision, an addional storage of 0.58
million mt of foodgrains will be constructed by 2012. For the
medium and long term, the government has undertaken projects
to enhance public storage capacity from 1.5 million mt to 2.2
million mt during the next 3-5 years and is planning to increase
the storage capacity to about 3.0 million mt by 2020. Moreover,
the government is also working to renovang dilapidated storage
facilies and demolish unused ones (about 0.2 million mt).

Areas of intervention and investment options
The Naonal Food Policy 2006 (NFP) Plan of Acon (2008-2015)
may serve as a basis for idenfying and priorizing the opons
for investment and intervenons for achieving food security in
Bangladesh. The NFP provides strategic guidance for addressing the
key challenges Bangladesh faces in achieving food security in all its
dimensions, including food supply and availability; physical, social,
and economic access to food; and nutrion/ulizaon of food
as embedded in these three core objecves. The Plan of Acon
translates the provisions of the NFP into 26 strategic areas of intervenon; determines priority acons to be undertaken in the short,
medium, and long term; idenﬁes responsible actors (government
and non-government); and suggests a set of policy targets and
indicators for monitoring progress. In fact, the Plan is expected to
be the guiding document for coordinang the implementaon and
monitoring of the NFP by all responsible ministries and agencies.
It has become imperave to enhance the eﬀecveness of
the public procurement system, which is an integral part of the
public food management system with its dual role of stabilizing
prices, especially providing eﬀecve support to prices received
by farmers during post-harvest seasons. . The food crisis of
2007/08 strengthened the case for improving the eﬀecveness
of the domesc procurement program. Recent developments
include the 2009/10 budget announcement, which menoned
the creaon of an integrated program consisng of food procurement, storage, and distribuon, with a substanal expansion
of the public storage capacity of foodgrains. Steps have also
been taken to procure paddy directly from the farmers and
ensure transparency in the procurement process, with a view
to enhancing the beneﬁts to farmers for maintaining producon
incenves (NFP 2009).
Further areas of public intervenon include, among others:
(a) proper ﬁxing and appropriate ming of announcement of
procurement prices so that these send correct signals to producers
while minimizing budgetary costs to the government, and (b)
idenfying suitable instuonal mechanism for procurement of
paddy directly from farmers. In this context, the speciﬁc recommendaons of the Plan of Acon deserve serious consideraon. In
the short and medium term, the Plan recommends improving the
methodology for determining the prices and quanty of procurement, including esmaon of producon costs and producon
targets. To this end, the Plan of Acon also underscores the
eﬀecve development and implementaon of an early warning
informaon system. The Plan also argues for more transparent
procurement rules and decisions, and recommends undertaking
impact studies to assess the eﬀecveness of the procurement
administraon. At the operaonal level, the Plan of Acon recommends increasing purchases through open, compeve tenders.
Proper management of public stock is essenal for the
improved eﬀecveness of the Public Food Distribuon System
(PFDS). The government has to maintain rolling stocks to cater to
the roune needs of the PFDS, including safety net programs and
open market sales (OMS), as well as minimum buﬀer stocks for

11

While esmang the minimum buﬀer stocks for emergency distribuon, due
consideraon should be given to the climate-change induced greater intensity
and frequency of natural disasters, as well as to growth in populaon (the populaon may increase by 100 million by 2050 unless the rate can be signiﬁcantly
lowered), which poses a major challenge for Bangladesh.

12
It may be menoned here that building up higher levels of stocks without a
mechanism by which to rotate the stocks may result in serious quality deterioraon as the average age of the stocks increases. The direct costs of increased
distribuon are clearly shown in government accounts. However, the costs to
consumers of quality deterioraon of PFDS foodgrain are not accounted for.
Closer aenon must be paid to the quality of foodgrain in storage and the link
between the size of the stock and the amount of distribuon needed to rotate
stocks (Dorosh, Shahabuddin, and Farid 2004).
13
There is an obvious interface between the two since expansion of storage
capacity also depends on the amount of “opmum/desirable” public stock with
due allowances for unulized space, unusable space, seasonal peaks, and shis
in PFDS distribuon, for example.
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Among various intervenons, the following areas as idenﬁed in the NFP Plan of Acon Dra Monitoring Report 2009 for
further acon should receive special/priority aenon:
•

•

•

stocks for regular distribuon, emergency distribuon, and
consumer price reducon/stabilizaon would need to be
further analyzed (Shahabuddin et al. 2009). Also, because
PFDS is costly, the possibilies for balancing distribuon
through priced and non-priced channels should be further
explored.

Speeding up the computerizaon of the food
stock/storage monitoring system naonwide: The
eﬀecveness of the monitoring system of public stocks
(inﬂows, oulows, stock in transit, and storage and
transport losses) aﬀects the eﬃciency of the storage
and distribuon system. In this context, upgrading
storage and stock-relevant data collecon and processing
infrastructure, and improving the management of
informaon ﬂows within the PFDS through greater
reliance on informaon and communicaon technologies
(ICT) should be a priority. This requires scaling up the pilot
iniave undertaken by the Directorate General (DG) of
Food with the assistance of the Asian Development Bank
(ADB).14
Undertaking proper management of public storage
expansion and exploring opportunies for public–private
partnerships in food storage capacity expansion: The
government plans to increase “buﬀer stocks” (for both
emergency distribuon and price stabilizaon) and scale
up food distribuon under safety net programs, which
would require an expansion of foodgrain storage capacies.
Adequate storage facilies would also need to be built for
other essenal commodies, alongside the establishment
of appropriate distribuon channels, to accommodate
the government’s plans to import and distribute nonfoodgrain essenal food items. While not foreseen under
the government’s current public–private partnership (PPP)
approach, this underscores exploring PPP opportunies
in storage capacity development. This would require a
thorough assessment of private storage capacity and the
willingness of private traders/millers to enter into leasing
agreements with the government.15

•

Providing connued budget support to the development
of an eﬀecve early warning informaon system: This is
needed for more eﬀecve public stock management,
support to poor consumers through OMS, more eﬀecve
procurement programs, and improved Food Planning
and Monitoring Unit (FPMU) of the Ministry of Food and
Disaster Management.

•

Ensuring sustained capacity development of PFDS oﬃcials
through local as well as foreign training: This is required
for enhancement of management eﬃciency for reducing
storage and transit losses and the improved eﬀecveness
of domesc procurement programs and PFDS distribuon
through beer designing and implementaon of targeted
programs.

On the whole, the priority intervenons and supporng
investments for strengthening the PFDS should include, among
others: (1) increased storage capacity to oﬀer more price support
to farmers and to cater to an increased need for food-based
safety nets ; (2) modern storage to reduce cost of storage and
handling, improve moisture control, and increase shelf life, and
reduce storage loss; (3) improved management eﬃciency by
planned and connuous local and foreign training for oﬃcials;
(4) adopon of informaon technologies to improve monitoring;
(5) computerizaon from the naonal level down to local supply
depots to speed up the processing and communicaon of informaon; (6) operaon research for opmizaon of stock level,
sound movement planning, and commodity tracking in transit; (7)
sound food informaon database and its management to expedite decisionmaking processes; (8) sound food quality control
infrastructure: trained staﬀ, laboratories down to the subnaonal level, and standard methods and equipments/instruments
for tesng and cerﬁcaon etc; (9) special provision within the
PFDS framework for the likely huge number of people who will
become food insecure as a result of climate change, especially in
ﬂood plains and coastal areas; and (10) further development of
early warning informaon system.

Conducng research on public stock management: As
menoned earlier, the determinaon of the “desirable”
stock level (both at the aggregate level and in diﬀerent
locaons) remains an important concern, keeping in
mind that public stocks have to serve mulple purposes
and that there are important constraints arising from the
need to rotate foodgrain stocks. Among other issues, the
potenal trade-oﬀs between the diﬀerent uses of public

CONCLUSION

14

Pilot iniaves are under way at the level of DG Food to computerize and
network food stock/storage monitoring, under the ADB-supported project on
Strengthening the Government Instuonal Capacity for Improved Food Security.

In Bangladesh, substanal increases in rice producon in the past
two decades have, to a large extent, solved the foodgrain availability problem. Now, the food security dialogue in the country
must increasingly focus on the other two components of food
security—access to food through increased income of the poor,
and food ulizaon and nutrion.

15

A review of internaonal experience (India, and Pakistan) with public–private
partnerships in the area of bulk handling, storage transportaon, and quality
control [such as Build-Own-Operate Transfers (BOOT); Build-Own-Lease Transfers
(BOLT); Build-Own-Operate (BOO); and Lease-Develop-Operate (LDO)] as well
as regulaons and modalies for contracng out private companies/agencies
in procurement areas, and assessing the feasibility of their replicaon in the
Bangladesh context would also be useful.
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Poverty and food insecurity are interlinked. The overall incidence of poverty persists at a high level in Bangladesh. The poor
do not have adequate purchasing power to secure their access
to food, even when food is available in local markets. For this
reason, sustainable poverty reducon requires broad-based,
employment-generang economic growth. It also requires the
development of human capital to empower the poor so that
they can parcipate in the growth process. Economic growth,
however, is not suﬃcient to improve human capital and reduce
poverty. Thus, strengthened safety nets and social protecon
systems are an essenal component of the soluon for many of
the country’s poor.
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